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Data mining process for modeling hydrological time series
M. Erol Keskin, Dilek Taylan and Ecir Ugur Kucuksille

ABSTRACT
The main purpose of this study was to develop an optimum ﬂow prediction model, based on data
mining process. The data mining process was applied to predict river ﬂow of Seyhan Stream in
the southern part of Turkey. Hydrological time series modeling was applied using monthly historical
ﬂow records to predict Seyhan Stream ﬂows. Seyhan Stream ﬂows were modeled by Markov
models and it was seen that it adapted AR(2). Hence, Ft–2 and Ft–1 ﬂows in (t–2) and (t–1) months
were the taken inputs. For monthly streamﬂow predictions, data were taken from the General
Directorate of Electrical Power Resources Survey and Development Administration. Used data
covered 35 years between 1969 and 2003 for monthly streamﬂows. Furthermore, for the effect of
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monthly periodicity in hydrological time series cos (2πi/12), sin (2πi/12) (I ¼ 1, 2,…, 12) were included
as inputs. Then, Ft ﬂows in (t) months were modeled by data mining process. It was concluded that
with using data mining process for streamﬂow prediction, it was possible to estimate missing or
unmeasured data.
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INTRODUCTION
In the planning of water structures, future predictions based

investigated risks resulting from the stochastic character of

on past records are necessary for the assessment of design

hydrological events. Generated series should maintain the

criteria. The identiﬁcation of suitable generation models

same statistical characteristic of the historical series, such as

for future streamﬂows is an important precondition for suc-

the mean, standard deviation, skewness and autocorrelation

cessful planning and management of water resources.

coefﬁcient. In this study, an autoregressive (AR) model is

Recently, the dominance of deterministic models in hydrol-

used for stochastic modeling of streamﬂow prediction.

ogy has gradually weakened as a number of factors have

Data mining (DM) is a hybrid technique that integrates

affected the constitution of hydrological events; therefore, the

technologies of databases, statistics, machine learning,

random nature of hydrological variables needs to be studied.

signal processing, and high-performance computing. This

Hipel () showed that a simple stochastic approach gave

emerging technology is motivated by the need for new tech-

better results than a more complex deterministic model.

niques to help analyze, understand or even visualize the

When available observation records are insufﬁcient, the gener-

huge amounts of stored data gathered from business and

ating synthetic ﬂow series can help a designer to carry out the

scientiﬁc applications. The major data mining functions

analysis. Stochastic models, which reproduce the essential

that are developed in the commercial and research commu-

properties of the real process, are generally used for the gener-

nities include summarization, association, classiﬁcation,

ation of synthetic series and the prediction of future ﬂows.

prediction and clustering (Zhou ).

Evaluating a large number of alternatives is necessary to

A good relational database management system will

reduce risk. For instance, Sert () generated synthetic stream-

form the core of the data repository, and adequately reﬂect

ﬂows in order to obtain input for a simulation model aimed at

both the data structure and the process ﬂow; therefore, the

operating the Keban–Karakaya–Atatürk Reservoir system and

database design would anticipate the kind of analysis and
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data mining to be performed. The data repository should

autoregression coefﬁcient; and εt is a residual part (Salas

also support access to existing databases allowing retrieval

et al. ). The pattern can be random, seasonal, trend-

of supporting information that can be used at various

type, periodic, etc., or a combination of these components

levels in the decision making process (Rupp & Wang ).

(DeLurgio ).

DM is a powerful technique for extracting predictive infor-

When the intervals are shorter than 1 year (such as a

mation from large databases. The automated analysis offered by

month, a week, or a day) the series are called periodic. In

DM goes beyond the retrospective analysis of data. DM tools

such series, the statistical characteristics vary within the

can answer questions that are too time-consuming to resolve

same year. In such cases, the time interval must be con-

with methods based on the principles. In data mining, databases

sidered in the presentation of time. While time interval is

are searched for hidden patterns to reveal predictive infor-

shown as τ, the year is shown as ν. Thus the variables in

mation in patterns that are too complicated for human experts

Equation (1) change to Zν,τ and εν,τ, and Equation (1)

to identify (Hoffmann & Apostolakis ). DM is applied in

becomes as follows:

a wide variety of ﬁelds for prediction, e.g. stock-prices, customer
behavior, production control. In addition, DM has been applied

Zν,τ ¼ ϕ1,τ Zν,τ1 þ . . . þ ϕ p,τ Zν,τp þ σ ε,τ ξν,τ

(2)

to other types of scientiﬁc data such as bio-informatical, astronomical, and medical data (Li & Shue ).

where φj,τ’s are the periodic autoregression coefﬁcients, σε,τ

This study has two steps: the ﬁrst step was to develop a
time series model using autoregressive model for Seyhan

is the variance of residuals, and ξν,τ are standard normal
random numbers.

Stream and to ﬁnd model degree; then, the second step

The following steps are common to all empirical model-

was to form a model of monthly ﬂow prediction of the

ing and are as follows:

stream using the DM process.

•
•
•
•

METHODS

model identiﬁcation;
parameter estimation;
model diagnostics;
forecast veriﬁcation and reasonableness.

Autoregressive modeling

Model identiﬁcation

The time series analysis and autoregressive models (AR) are

Periodic historical series are controlled whether they are

used in many disciplines. In time series analysis, the

normal by using either skewness coefﬁcient or Chi

relationship between the observed sample values (realiz-

square test. If series are not normal, they are transformed

ation) and the underlying stochastic process is analogous

into the normal distribution with an appropriate transform-

to the relationship between the sample and the population

ation function. Computing μτ periodic mean values and sτ

in statistical hypothesis testing. Then, the time series are

periodic standard deviations of periodic series, series are

samples from the underlying stochastic process that have

transformed into the standard form, and periodic condition

been generated from the series. The purpose of the time

is removed. Autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial

series analysis is to identify a model of an AR process by

autocorrelation function (PACF) belonging to these series

realization of a process.

are obtained and prior evaluation is made for degree of

The time series used in hydrological studies are annual,

model.

seasonal, monthly or weekly. For annual time series, the pattern is as follows:
Zt ¼ ϕ1 Zt1 þ . . . þ ϕp Ztp þ εt

Parameter estimation
(1)

φj autoregressive parameters are computed for the selected
model. The stationarity condition is controlled. Variance

where t is the time (years), Z is a variable of interest, φp is
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Model diagnostics
εt residuals are computed by using historical records. It is
controlled whether residuals are independent or not. The
Portmanteau test is used for this purpose. It is then determined whether residuals ﬁt in normal distribution or not,
the decision is made in respect of skewness coefﬁcient or
normal distribution chart. However, it is possible to relax
the criteria about normal distribution (Salas et al. ).
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is used to investigate appropriateness of degree of the selected model. The
best ﬁtting model should have min AIC, and the ACF of
the selected model should be consistent with the ACF of historical series.
Forecast veriﬁcation and reasonableness
Synthetic series are generated and statistical characteristics

Figure 1

|

CRISP-DM Data Mining Process (Chapman et al. 2000).

of these series are compared to those of historical series.
These are mean, standard deviation and ACF. Standard
normal random numbers are easily obtained from uniform
random numbers generated by computer.

and then converting this knowledge into a data mining problem deﬁnition, and a preliminary project plan designed to
achieve the objectives (Wirth & Hipp ; Fernandez
et al. ).

DATA MINING (DM) PROCESS
Data understanding
A systematic approach is essential to obtain satisfactory
results for the DM analysis. Nowadays, a number of versions

The second phase of the DM is the understanding of the

of DM tools exist. The most widespread application amongst

data. The process starts with collecting data. In appli-

the tools is CRISP-DM. CRISP-DM (CRoss Industry Stan-

cations, data are stored in different media. For example,

dard Process for Data Mining) and is a data mining

Microsoft saves the data in hundreds of OLTP (Online

process model that describes commonly used approaches

Transaction Processing) databases and more than 70 data

that expert data miners use to tackle problems. CRISP-DM

warehouses. The ﬁrst step is to choose appropriate data

was developed by a consortium which consists of NCR

from a database or data warehouse for the application

System Engineering (USA–Denmark), DaimlerChrysler AG

(Tang & MacLennan ). Data quality is determined

(Germany), SPSS Inc. (USA) and OHRA Verzekeringen en

and ﬁrst insights into the data are discovered in this step

Bank Groep B.V. (The Netherlands) (Chapman et al. ;

(Fernandez et al. ).

Fernandez et al. ). CRISP-DM is a process which deﬁnes
the basic stages of DM, as can be seen in Figure 1.

Data preparation

Business understanding

The data preparation phase covers all activities to construct
the ﬁnal dataset or the data that will be fed into the mod-

This initial phase focuses on understanding the project

eling tool(s) from the initial raw data. Tasks include table,

objectives and requirements from a business perspective,

record, and attribute selection, as well as transformation
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Deployment

data preparation are the selection of data, the cleansing of
data, the construction of data, the integration of data, and

Model creation is generally not the end of the project. The

the formatting of data (Shearar ). The purpose of the

knowledge gained must be organized and presented in a

cleansing of data is to pick inappropriate data within the

way that the customer can use it, which often involves

database (Fernandez et al. ). The purpose of the inte-

applying ‘live’ models within an organization’s decision-

gration of data is to transform the present data into

making processes, such as the real-time personalization of

different formats. For example, linguistic data can be con-

Web pages or repeated scoring of marketing databases

verted to numerical data.

(Shearar ). Depending on the requirements, the
deployment phase can be as simple as generating a report

Modeling

or as complex as implementing a repeatable data mining
process across the enterprise. Even though it is often the

In this phase, various modeling techniques are selected,

customer, not the data analyst, who carries out the deploy-

applied and their parameters are calibrated to optimal

ment steps, it is important for the customer to understand

values. Typically, several techniques exist for the same

up front what actions must be taken in order to actually

data mining problem type. Some techniques have speciﬁc

make use of the created models. The key steps here are

requirements on the form of data. Therefore, stepping

plan deployment, plan monitoring and maintenance, the

back to the data preparation phase may be necessary.

production of the ﬁnal report, and review of the project

Modeling steps include the selection of the modeling tech-

(Shearar ).

nique, the generation of test design, the creation of
models, and the assessment of models (Shearar ). If
the purpose was exactly comprehended, then a true algor-

APPLICATION

ithm can be easily chosen. Each point consists of different
algorithms and one cannot obtain the model which gives

AR modeling

the best result without modeling (Tang & MacLennan
).

Model identiﬁcation

Evaluation

Transformation function (log (Zν,τ  7)) was applied to
monthly ﬂows which did not ﬁt normal distribution in

Before proceeding to ﬁnal deployment of the model built

respect of skewness coefﬁcient. The historical Yν,τ obtained

by the data analyst, it is important to more thoroughly

is given in Figure 2.

evaluate the model and review the model’s construction

Afterwards, μτ periodic means and sτ standard devi-

to be certain it properly achieves the business objectives.

ations of periodic series were determined. The standard

It is critical to determine if some important business issue

series were then obtained by removal of these character-

has not been sufﬁciently considered. At the end of this

istics. ACF and PACF for Zν,τ, which were non-periodic

phase, the project leader should then decide exactly how

series, are given in Figures 3 and 4, respectively, within a

to use the data mining results. The key steps here are the

95% conﬁdence interval. It appeared that Zt was a depen-

evaluation of results, the process review, and the determi-

dent series in respect of ACF.

nation of next steps (Shearar ). Different tools can be
utilized for this purpose. For example, if numerical data

Parameter estimation

exist and if one requires checking the accuracy of the
model, MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) or R 2

ACFs of AR(1), AR(2) and AR(3) were constituted for model

(Coefﬁcient of Determination) can be used (Fernandez

degree and compared with ACF of Zt.

et al. ).
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Monthly transformed ﬂow values.

ϕ2  ϕ1 ¼ 0, 072  0, 687 ¼ 0, 615 < 1
 1 < ϕ1 < 1 and  1 < ϕ2 < 1

Residual variance σε 2 ¼ 0,431 was obtained.

Model diagnostics
Figure 3

|

ACF of Zt and 95% conﬁdence intervals.

εt residual series of AR(2) were tested with the Portmanteau in order to investigate whether it was dependent or
not. According to Portmanteau, it was independent and
ﬁts normal distribution. Then, AIC test was applied to
AR(1), AR(2) and AR(3); and AR(2) was selected.

Forecast veriﬁcation and reasonableness
Fifty synthetic series generated for AR(2), ﬁrstly, were
changed from standard condition into normal condition
Figure 4

|

PACF of Zt and 95% conﬁdence intervals.

and then inverted transformation function was applied
to them. Thus original series were obtained. After calcu-

For AR(2); φ1 ¼ 0,687 φ2 ¼ 0,072

lations of ACF, mean and standard deviation, the same

For AR(3); φ1 ¼ 0,684 φ2 ¼ 0,043 φ3 ¼ 0,041 and ACFs

characteristics were computed for synthetic series within

are shown in Figure 5.
It could be concluded that AR(2) process was the most
appropriate. It was shown that AR(2) provided stationarity
condition as follows:

a 95% conﬁdence interval. The conclusions are shown
in Figures 6–8.
It was recorded that historical ACF, mean and standard
deviations were within the conﬁdence interval. In this case,
the model preserved the characteristics of the historical

ϕ1 þ ϕ2 ¼ 0, 687 þ 0, 072 ¼ 0, 759 < 1
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Harmony between historical ACF and ACFs of AR(1) and AR(2).

Figure 6

|

Historical ACF and 95% conﬁdence interval.
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DATA MINING MODELS
Data understanding
A stochastic model was set up by an AR model for data from
the 18-01 station on the Seyhan Stream in the east Mediterranean part of Turkey. Monthly ﬂow data were used,
covering the time span of 68 years (816 months), i.e. the
observation period between 1936 and 2003. It was observed
that the AR(2) process of Markov models provided stationarity conditions. Hence, it was shown that autocorrelation
coefﬁcients of AR(2) model were independent of time. The
residual variance was obtained as σε 2 ¼ 0.431. The residual

independent and ﬁt in to normal distribution. Then, the

series of AR(2) εt were tested using the Portmanteau test

AIC test was applied to AR(1), AR(2) and AR(3), which

in order to investigate whether or not it was dependent.

resulted in –666.07, –682.78 and –682.67, respectively;

According to this test, it was seen that residual series were

thus the AR(2) model was selected. Since AR(2) process
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was appropriate, Ft–2 and Ft–1 ﬂows in (t–2) and (t–1) months

Basically, the error back-propagation process consists of

and cos (2πi/12), sin (2πi/12) (i ¼ 1, 2,…, 12) for the effect of

two passes through the different layers of the network: a for-

monthly periodicity in hydrological time series were

ward pass and a backward pass. In the forward pass, an

selected as input variables and Ft was output variable.

activity pattern (input vector) is applied to the sensory
nodes of the network, and its effect propagates through the

Data preparation

network, layer by layer. Finally, a set of outputs is produced
as the actual response of network. During the forward pass,

This study investigated whether or not there were any miss-

the synaptic weights of the network are all ﬁxed. During

ing data. For substitution of missing data, the mean values

the backward pass, on the other hand, the synaptic weights

were used. Hence, it was investigated if there were inaccur-

of the network are all adjusted in accordance with the

ate data assuming normal distribution and outliers were

error-correction rule. Speciﬁcally, the actual response of net-

deleted.

work is subtracted from a desired (target) response to
produce an error signal. This error signal is then propagated

Modeling

backward through the network (Alam et al. ).

In order to estimate monthly ﬂow for Seyhan Stream Linear

Pace regression

Regression, MultiLayerPerceptron, Pace Regression, KStar,
SMOReg, M5P (M5 Model Tree Algorithm), REPTree and

The basic idea of regression analysis is to ﬁt a linear model to

decision table algorithms were used in data mining process

a set of data. The classical ordinary least squares estimator is

in Weka. Detailed explanations of these algorithms are

simple, computationally cheap and has well established

given below.

theoretical justiﬁcation. Nevertheless, the models produced
are often not satisfactory. Pace regression improves the classi-

Linear regression

cal ordinary least squares regression by evaluating the effect
of each variable and using a clustering analysis to improve

Linear regression is a well known method of mathematical

the statistical basis for estimating their contribution to the

modeling of the relationship between a dependent variable

overall regressions. Under regularity conditions, pace

and one or more independent variables. Regression uses

regression is provably optimal when the number of coefﬁ-

existing (or known) values to forecast the required par-

cients tends to inﬁnity. It consists of a group of estimators

ameters. In the simplest case, regression employs standard

that

statistical techniques such as linear regression. Unfortu-

certain conditions (Witten & Frank ; Panda et al. ).

are

either

overall

optimal

or

optimal

under

nately, many real world problems are not simply linear
projections of previous values. For instance, sales volumes,

KStar

stock prices, product failure rates and models of engineering
systems are all very difﬁcult to predict because they may

K* is an instance-based classiﬁer, that is the class of a test

depend on complex interactions of multiple predictor vari-

instance is based upon the class of those training instances

ables. Therefore, more complex techniques (e.g. logistic

similar to it, as determined by some similarity function.

regression, decision trees or neural networks) may be

The underlying assumption of instance-based classiﬁers is

necessary to forecast future values (Read ).

such as K* (Wu et al. ).

Multilayer perceptron

SMOReg

The most popular and powerful learning algorithms in neural

The self-organizing map (SMO) algorithm for regression

networks are the back-propagation and its variants. This

implements a non-linear method for sequential minimal

algorithm is based on the error-correction learning rule.

optimization to train a support vector regression using
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polynomial or radial basis function (RBF) kernels. Multi-

because data are normally scarce. However, REP can be

class problems are solved using pairwise classiﬁcation. To

extremely powerful when it is used with either a large

obtain the proper probability estimates, we use the option

number of examples or in combination with boosting.

that ﬁts logistic regression models to the outputs of the sup-

The used pruning method is the replacement of a subtree

port vector machine (Chiu et al. ).

by a leaf representing the majority of all examples reaching it in the pruning set. This replacement is done if this

M5P (M5 Model Tree Algorithm)

modiﬁcation reduces the error, i.e. if the new tree would
give an equal or fewer number of misclassiﬁcations (Lica-

This is an algorithm for generating M5 model trees (Gelly

mele & Getoor ).

et al. ). M5 builds a tree to predict numeric values for
a given instance. The algorithm requires the output attri-

Decision table

bute to be numeric while the input attributes can be
either discrete or continuous. For a given instance, the

The decision table summarizes the dataset with a ‘decision

tree is traversed from top to bottom until a leaf node is

table’, a decision table contains the same number of attributes

reached. At each node in the tree, a decision is made

as the original dataset, and a new data item is assigned a cat-

to follow a particular branch based on a test condition

egory by ﬁnding the line in the decision table that matches

on the attribute associated with that node. Each leaf

the non-class values of the data item. This implementation

has a linear regression model associated with it of the

employs the wrapper method (Kohavi & John ) to ﬁnd

form

a good subset of attributes for inclusion in the table. By eliminating attributes that contribute little or nothing to a model

w0 þ w1 a1 þ . . . . . . . . . þ wk ak

(3)

of the dataset, the algorithm reduces the likelihood of over-ﬁtting and creates a smaller, more condensed decision table

based on some of the input attributes a1, a2, .., ak in the
instance respective weights w0, w1,….., wk are calculated
using standard regression. As the leaf nodes contain a
linear regression model to obtain the predicted output,
the tree is called a model tree (Qinlan ).
The M5P Model Tree algorithm in Weka is available in
the Java class ‘weka.classiﬁers.trees.M5P’. The two main
parameters are described below:

(Cunnigham & Holmes ).
Evaluation
R 2 determination coefﬁcients were taken into account to
deﬁne the success rate of the formed models at previous
stage based on the ﬂow forecasting errors, as:
Pn

1. buildRegressionTree: If True then the algorithm builds a
regression tree rather than a model tree (Yuan et al.
).

R ¼ 1  Pi¼1
n
2

(Fi(measured)  Fi(model) )2

i¼1

(Fi(measured)  Fmean )2

(4)

2. minNumInstances: The minimum number of instances
to allow at a leaf node (Yuan et al. ).

where n ¼ number of measured ﬂow data; Fi(measured) and
Fi(model) ¼ measured ﬂow value and the developed model
ﬂow estimations, respectively; and Fmean ¼ monthly mean

REPTree

ﬂow. Furthermore, the root mean square error (RMSE) is
used to decide the best model. A strong relationship (with

Quinlan () ﬁrst introduced reduced error pruning

a 1-to-1) between R 2 and RMSE (both are based on the

(REP) as a method to prune decision trees. REP is a

sum of square residuals) was observed. Thus, only R 2 was

simple pruning method though it is sometimes considered

used as performance criteria.

to overprune the tree. A separate pruning dataset is

R 2 coefﬁcients for each model are given in Table 1. To

required, which is considered a downfall of this method

examine the performance of each model, the results of the
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Comparison of monthly ﬂow prediction models for Seyhan Stream for testing data.

models were plotted against the historical monthly ﬂow

Table 1

|

R 2 values between each model and monthly ﬂows of Seyhan Stream for testing
set

data for Seyhan Stream. Figure 9 shows that the M5
Algorithms

R2

distributed around the 45 straight line, implying that there

Linear regression model

0.65

are no bias effects. As seen in Table 1, the M5 pruned

Multilayer perceptron

0.68

2

model tree has maximum R values, it is then concluded

Pace regression model

0.65

that this model is optimum for ﬂow prediction for Seyhan

SMOReg

0.63

Stream.

KStar

0.67

M5 pruned model tree

0.77

given in Figure 10, which was drawn between the histori-

REPTree

0.68

cal ﬂow data and model. For this model R 2 value was

Decision table

0.74

pruned

model

tree

comparison

plot

is

uniformly

W

The results of statistical model for AR(2) model are
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necessary for the model. Hence, the developed model can
be used to estimate monthly ﬂow of Seyhan Stream in
which the ﬂow measurement system has failed or to estimate the missing monthly ﬂow records.
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